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Longarm Quilting Preparation Guide

To avoid delays and add on charges:
 Please complete all the prep work ahead of time.  If we have to stop to piece, trim or square, it will cause
delays and additional charges.  (We are happy to complete the prep work for you, but charges will apply*

Backing and batting:
In order to properly load your project on our longarm machines, your batting and backing must be a

minimum of 4” larger than the quilt top on all four sides. Example: quilt top is 40x60 - backing and batting
must be 48x68.  Make sure the quilt top/backing edges are cut straight.  It is important that these edges be
square.

No bed sheets:
The fabric is too dense, and in turn it prevents needle penetration causing skipped stitches and thread breaks.

Bias edges:
If you have bias edges on the outside of the quilt, stay-stitch 1.4” around all edges.

Pressing:
Your quilt top and backing should be well pressed with all seams flat.  If your backing is pieced, seams need

to be pressed open with selvage edges removed.

Loose threads:
 Clip all loose threads on the front and back of your quilt top.  Threads left behind may show through the
finished quilt.

Directional quilts:
Identify the top of your quilt by marking it with a safety pin.  If your backing needs to be centered or placed

in a specific direction, please indicate this by attaching a note with detailed instructions.  Please note that
centering backing to tops will result in an additional charge.*

Don’t layer:
DO NOT layer/baste/pin your top, batting and backing together.  Keep all three as separate pieces.

Remove all animal hair/lint

Fullness and puckers within a quilt and its borders cannot be quilted out.

We cannot guarantee that puckers and tucks won’t be sewn in.  In some cases, excessive fullness in
borders may result in the quilt corners not being square.

The flatter your quilt top lays, the better the finished quilt will be.

*Please see Pricing Information Sheet regarding additional charges.
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